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About This Game

Welcome to “Joy Climb”!

A hard-shell chameleon and his friend Chuck-Chuck will finally knock your knees off.

Chamy is skilled at using his long tongue, catching at the isles, stretching it and climbing up.
Chuck-Chuck can sway from side to side using his mass.

Having a shell-warrior armor, he protects himself and his friend from the damage when dalling down.

Take all your courage and spirit to join our “Joy Climb” challenge.

You must move upwards.
Higher!

To the Top!!!

But more often you fill fall down.
Lower.

To the Bottom!

What we have:
One hard-shell chameleon.

One very cute chicken.
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One huge level.
Very hard climb.
Very easy fall.

Continuous stress.
Lots of fun and joy!!!
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Title: Joy Climb
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
SpeedLittleFox
Publisher:
ClickGames
Release Date: 2 Mar, 2018
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joy climb alberta. joy martin climbing. mount joy climb. tom pooks & joy kitikonti - climb. joy climb steam. joy rainey hill
climb. joy climb kananaskis. joy climbers. joy welling rock climbing. joy of mountain climbing. joy rock climb. joy climb
canada. joyjam wall climbing car. fort joy can't climb vines. joy welling climber. fort joy climb vines. earth joy tree climb

Having some trouble playing online with my mates. I think its de-syncing and i cant see my mates jump, theyre always on the
gound. i love this serie of Lydie & Sue plus that old character will show up and a bit of their story. if the new Atelier game are
without these character i dont know if i would continue playing this type of game. From Atelier Sophie until now are my
favorite Character.. asd
asd
asda
sdas
asd
asd
asd
asd
asd
asd
dsa
. I've been waiting for this game for a very long time. It's finally done, and it's very good. It's a pure puzzler about rewinding
time and cooperating with recorded versions of your past self, which is a mechanic that's been explored before but never in
quite this much detail. It's shorter than I'd like, but it's not too short (4 hours for me, which I think is probably pretty fast
because I already knew how to do a lot of stuff.) It's pretty hard. I haven't done the time trials yet, but I might. They look
interesting.

A word of warning, however: the puzzle solutions in this game require precise execution. I like that, but if you're someone who
gets frustrated if you know how to do a puzzle but can't quite get it to work, you're likely to have a bad time.. YESSSSS, thank
you so much... I AM SWEATING, fianallly I AM SWEATING ! ! !
The first VR game that achieved that!

The game is fun, thrilling and challenging. Actually for me in the TOP 5
of VR games you can get on steam! Finally sth. worth to play in VR.
It would not make sense in 2D, not in 3D and not seated.

btw. ... You should stripe your HMD as thight as possible :D

@ Fox: Looked at this game, just because of ur scripts for unity. Thank you again btw. Helped me a lot! But actually, the game
REALLY IS GOOD! Totally worth it's money! Too cheap compared to
the expansive trash you can find on steam.
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Despite its flaws I think the game still deserves a postive vote.

The pros:

-The art style is very traditional Japan
-The monsters are fairly diverse
-The Kaguya's (the female protagonist) weapon is actually a Japanese toy for children lol
-Steam achivements and cards
-Full controller support

The cons:

-I think the movement of the character that you are playing could be better optimized. When facing enemies that can fly, you
have trouble aiming at them as Kaguya. Switching the direction that Kaguya faces is an inefficent process against higly mobile
enemies that can be on the left side one second, then the right side of you the next.
. The touting of this product claimed that there was so much written content for this, that it could go in any direction.

It didn't.

You have three choices of lifestyle, and two out of only three attributes to choose from. You always start with the same job, live
in the same place, and are always stuck helping your two roommates even though you might decide not to like them or talk to
them at all.

I think I paid less than five dollars, but for some people, it's about "how much enjoyable time will I spend with this," and I was
done, 2 times through, after about 400 screens of reading (2 hours).

Regardless, there were very few misspelled words or bad punctuation. But all-in-all, it seemed like just another software
designer's ego-flex.

~Pozzy Thump. i liked the game i played it before since 2008. Probably a good game on its own, but having played both MSF 1
and 2, I can't help but compare it to those two games, both of which are far superior. Just get MSF HD instead.. I can't
recommend this at all, because the program no longer works for me. I purchased this program about a year ago and barely got to
mess around with it, but at least it was working at the time... But a few weeks later my Macbook Pro suffered a motherboard
meltdown and I had to get a new one. I'm still using the exact same hardware, but now I can't even get this program to open -- it
crashes instantly, every time. It's absolutely useless.. The new building, East Point Academy, is a useful addition to the game.
The new mission which comes with this DLC is interesting and challenging to play with. Well worth the money.. this is really
good, and well thought out!
NOTE: you will need a computer with good graphics to play this. Nice game overall I'll give it 7.5/10
The story progession is nice but, One thing I hate about this game was soundtrack, It doesn't fit in that much to the game mood
and tone in my opinion and sometimes I feels irritatate by them but the character design and story expression I'd say they did a
pretty good job on it, I'm gonna say it worth the price
 If you love VN then go ahead and give this game a try, You would like it!
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